
 Ozan Sahin: (3/9/2016 10:50) Hello, my name is Ozan Sahin and I will be monitoring this 
chat room.  In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are 
heard equally with those who are “in-room” participants. 
  Ozan Sahin: (10:51) Ø When submitting a question that you want me to read out 
loud on the microphone in this session, please provide your name and affiliation if you are 
representing one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>. 
When submitting a comment that you want me to read out loud on the microphone, once 
again provide your name and affiliation if you have one then start your sentence with a 
<COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>.  Text outside these quotes will be considered 
as part of “chat” and will not be read out loud on the mic. 
  Ozan Sahin: (10:51) Any questions or comments provided outside of the session time will 
not be read aloud. 
  Ozan Sahin: (10:51) All chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected 
Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-
standards 
  judith hellerstein: (11:03) hi all.  sorry am physcailly at another session and listening here 
  Laura Bengford: (11:04) Hi Judith and Gunela! 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:04) <question> will remote participants introduce 
themselves?<question> 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:04) Hi Laura 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:04) Hi Judith 
  judith hellerstein: (11:04) i can not since i am at another session 
  judith hellerstein: (11:05) hi gunela 
  Ozan Sahin: (11:07) Hi Gunela! No need for remote participants to introduce themselves. 
Thank you for attending 
  judith hellerstein: (11:08) i disagree. if people on sit are intoducng themselves, than alowing 
people wh are parricipating remotely be granted the ability as well if possible, 
  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (11:08) Hello 
  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (11:08) I think you can introduce yourself on the Chat 
  Ariel Liang 2: (11:08) You may be interested in seeing the wiki of accessibility deliverables 
here: https://community.icann.org/display/digitalservices/Web+Accessibility+Deliverables 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:13) Hi everyone on remote AC  and not in the room.. 
Please feel free to record an intro about you here... and PLEASE  state your name and a 
brief intro if/when you speak to this meeting... 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:14) Note Also we will add your names to the attendance list 
from the room and so If you can sharee your emmail address wth us here in chat that will 
also be associated with your name just like all of us in the room... 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:15)  NOTE ALSO  this chat is captured and recorded as 
part of the Meeting Record 
  judith hellerstein: (11:15) i am on the chat 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:15) all typos  now have a global apology from me, ( and my 
typos in paticular ;0) 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:16) Hey Judith  do you have audio in to the room  so you 
can talk briefly about the Captioning Pilot???  of is ZGleenn yuor proxy here in the room? 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:17) Glenn  ( sorry extra letters  :-( 
  Elle Waters, Simply Accessible: (11:17) Hello, ICANN, and thank you so much for inviting 
our team to participate! My name is Elle Waters, and I work with Derek Featherstone at 
Simply Accessible in partnering with ICANN on their web accessibility endeavours. Primarily, 
I work with organizations on program-level integration and sustainability for 
accessibilty.Again, thank you so much, especially to Laura Bengford, for having us here 
today with you. We're excited about ICANN's path forward with digital inclusion. 
(elle@simplyaccessible.com) 
  judith hellerstein: (11:17) i am on a session but can step out if needed or i can type it n the 



chat 
  Cheryl Langdon-Orr (CLO): (11:18) Type away I will ask Glenn to read to the record Judith 
  judith hellerstein: (11:18) if glenn can do it, at would be great 
  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (11:20) Thanks CHeryl for the notification to the mmebers 
  Daniel K. Nanghaka: (11:20) sorry participants online 
  ICANN RP27: (11:21) If remote participants are experienceing audio problems including 
echoing, please mute any nearby speakers which may be feeding back audio and causing 
the echo 
  judith hellerstein: (11:21) we are currently in the midst of our captioning pilot. the pilot is for 
3 months because of oter activities that apralo were engaged in their webinar 
  Laura Bengford: (11:21) Thank you Derek, we are almost out of time. 
  judith hellerstein: (11:22) their captioned webinar will be held in the end of march.  we have 
metrics from the one call and staff has done some charts and can post this in the chat 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:22) Hi, my name is Gunela Astbrink. I'm a Director of the Australian 
Chapter of ISOC. I am a foundation member of the initial At-Large Accessibility WG and 
drafted the initial objectives and suggested actions for improving ICANN accessibility. I have 
worked on policy and research in accessibility for the past 24 years. 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:23) Captioning pilot  link 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:23) @Gunela  I spoke with the  HUMAN  RIGHTS  guy with 
ICANN  we need to speak 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:23) Judith  can you add the  link 
  judith hellerstein: (11:23) staff can you post this link in the chat 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:23) @Glenn. ok 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:24) yes 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:25) @Gunela   question on your  survey  what has happened to it? 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:26) thanks, Cheryl 
  judith hellerstein: (11:26) we are about to start opening the window for april and so are 
asking all to let staff and us know which sessions you would like to be captioned under this 
pilot 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:26) @judith   I assume you can't  speak 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:27) @Glenn. to discuss for agenda item 3 
  judith hellerstein: (11:27) so please let me or staff know  which ones you are interested un 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:27) I spoke with  CLO 
  judith hellerstein: (11:28) we will then apply these to the criteria listed. we hope to have 
more than 3 request for the months so please do let us know if you have any requests 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:29) @Judith  few people  are watching you comments 
.  Harold  and  Siranush are here 
  judith hellerstein: (11:29) clo said she would read them out 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:29) @ Need link  to  the request page to be a captioned  meeting 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:30) totally support! 
  judith hellerstein: (11:30) staff can you provide the link 
  judith hellerstein: (11:31) @laura. great comment that captcha issue is very important 
  judith hellerstein: (11:32) @chris great to hear that 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:32) @all    are  we  doing  enough.   Is  the   website  enough 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:32) Thank you, Chris 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:32) Are we satisfied? 
  judith hellerstein: (11:33) the icann learn program needs to be made accessible 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:33) What about  the fellowship program.?   Over  900 fellows 
but  what  measures are being made on making  people with disabilities 
  judith hellerstein: (11:33) i mentioned this to Nora Abusita yesterday 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:33) Icann Learn  person  just  left the room.  No captiioning on the 
videos .  This is aganist US  FCC  Laws 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:34) The  Youtube  captioning is horrible.  We did a  special 



presentation on  CRAPTIONS  TO  CAPTIONS  on TTF 
  judith hellerstein: (11:35) the icann leqrn platofrm just switched providers and so hey are 
working to try and get the past videos to be captioned 
  judith hellerstein: (11:35) they are thinking of doing voiceovers as transcriptions from past 
videos are too expensive 
  judith hellerstein: (11:36) they have said they would go forward with this for future videos 
  Laura Bengford: (11:36) Mobile event apps and other third party apps are part of the new 
procurement guidelines. 
  judith hellerstein: (11:37) @Laura can you follow up on this. see my chat about icann leanr 
  judith hellerstein: (11:37) learn 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:37) Standards for  Mobile Apps  and  Accessibility  is a standard 
contract  obligation 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:38) Every  contract  should  include  key accessibility deliverables. 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:40) @Chris - great to hear! 
  Laura Bengford: (11:40) @judith, yes we should follow up on video captioning on ICANN 
Learn.  Betsy from ICANN Learn was in the room. 
  Laura Bengford: (11:40) Yes, Glenn exactly 
  judith hellerstein: (11:41) yes. i talked to betsy about it yesterday 
  Laura Bengford: (11:41) yay! 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:42) @judith  i  was just  volunteered for you project. 
  judith hellerstein: (11:43) i put all the notes in the chat 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:44) ICANN Learn should include content about accessibility in general 
terms,  guidelines etc 
  Ozan Sahin: (11:45) At Large Captioning Pilot Project link 
https://community.icann.org/x/soBYAw 
  judith hellerstein: (11:45) apralo has scheduled a webinar for end of march 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:46) Thanks   Judith,   Harold  has  also agreed 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:46) Anything  else  Judith? 
  judith hellerstein: (11:47) can you remind people to put in their requests for captioning for 
april 
  Glenn McKnight: (11:47) ok 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:49) A reminder about the early objectives and actions from the At-
Large Accessibility WG: 
https://community.icann.org/display/atlarge/ICANN+Accessibility+Taskforce+2014.08.20  Thi
s includes support for the domain name industry on accessibility as we previously discussed. 
  Gunela Astbrink: (11:59) Did you really use the word 'handicap'? Please use other terms. It 
is 'people with disability' 
  Heidi Ullrich: (11:59) Thank you, Gunela. Noted. 
  Gunela Astbrink: (12:00) It's better to ask 'do you have any mobility barriers?' 
  Gunela Astbrink: (12:00) We can advise on other terminology 
  Gunela Astbrink: (12:04) Bye everyone 
  Elle Waters, Simply Accessible: (12:04) Thank you, all, for having us! 
  Ozan Sahin: (12:04) Thank you for participating. This meeting has just ended 
 


